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Some personality tests are projective. The psychologist presents an ambiguous
stimulus (like an inkblot or clouded picture), and the person reacts. The person supposedly projects into the ambiguous picture his or her attitudes, such as insecurity.
Other projective techniques include Make a Picture Story (MAPS) and the Forer
Structured Sentence Completion Test.
Other personality tests are self-reported: applicants fill them out. Thus, available
online,46 the Myers-Briggs test provides a personality type classification useful for
decisions such as career selection and planning. Similarly the DISC Profile learning
instrument enables the user to gain insight into his or her behavioral style.47
Personality test results do often correlate with job performance. For example,
“in personality research, conscientiousness has been the most consistent and universal predictor of job performance.”48 Neuroticism is negatively related to motivation
and to job engagement.49 Extroversion correlates with success in sales, management,
and expatriate jobs.50 Emotional stability, extroversion, and agreeableness predicted
whether expatriates would leave their overseas assignments early.51 The HR Practices
feature presents an example.

■ IMPROVING PERFORMANCE: HR PRACTICES AROUND THE GLOBE
Testing for Assignments Abroad52
Living and working abroad require some special talents. Not everyone can easily adapt to having one’s
family far away, and to dealing with colleagues with different cultural values. Doing so requires high
levels of adaptability and interpersonal skills.53
Employers often use special inventories such as the Global Competencies Inventory (GCI) here.
It focuses on three aspects of adaptability.
✓ The Perception Management Factor assesses people’s tendency to be rigid in their view of cultural
differences, to be judgmental about those differences, and to deal with complexity and uncertainty.
✓ The Relationship Management Factor assesses a person’s awareness of the impact he or she is
having on others.
✓ The Self-Management Factor assesses one’s mental and emotional health.

MyLab Management Talk About It 2
If your professor has assigned this, go to the Assignments section of www.pearson.com/
mylab/management to complete this discussion. You are trying to decide if you would be a
good candidate for a job abroad, but you don’t want to take any formal tests. Discuss another
indicator you would use to answer the question, “Would I be a good candidate for a job
abroad?”

There are several personality test caveats. First, projective personality tests are difficult to interpret and score; it usually requires an expert to analyze test takers’ responses
and infer their personalities. Second, for this and other reasons, personality tests can
trigger legal challenges.54 Third, experts debate whether self-report personality tests
suffer from low validity.55 Fourth, people can and will fake responses to personality
and integrity tests.56 The bottom line: make sure the personality tests you use predict
performance for the jobs you are testing for.
interest inventory
A personal development and
selection device that compares the
person’s current interests with those
of others now in various occupations
so as to determine the preferred
occupation for the individual.

INTEREST INVENTORIES Interest inventories compare one’s interests with those of people in various occupations. Thus, the Strong Career Interests Test provides a report
comparing one’s interests to those of people already in occupations like accounting or
engineering. Someone taking the Self-Directed Search (SDS) (www.self-directed-search
.com) uses it to identify likely high-fit occupations. The assumption is that someone will
do better in occupations in which he or she is interested, and indeed such inventories can
predict employee performance and turnover.57 Poor fit frustrates workers.58
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Achievement Tests
Achievement tests measure what someone has learned. Most of the tests you take
in school are achievement tests. They measure your “job knowledge” in areas like
economics, marketing, or human resources. Achievement tests are also popular at
work. For example, the Purdue Test for Machinists and Machine Operators tests
the job knowledge of experienced machinists with questions like “What is meant by
‘tolerance’?” Some achievement tests measure the applicant’s abilities; a swimming
test is one example.
IMPROVING PERFORMANCE THROUGH HRIS: COMPUTERIZATION
AND ONLINE TESTING
Computerized and/or online testing is increasingly replacing paper-and-pencil tests. For
example, Timken Company uses online assessment of math skills for hourly position
applicants.59 The applicant tracking systems we discussed in Chapter 5 often include
online prescreening tests.60 (Here ATS users should particularly ensure that rejection
standards are valid, and inform applicants quickly regarding their status.)61 Vendors (as in
www.iphonetypingtest.com) make tests available for applicants to take via smart
phones.62 Development Dimensions International developed a computerized multimedia skill test that Ford uses for hiring assembly workers. “The company can test everything from how people tighten the bolt, to whether they followed a certain procedure
correctly. . . .”63
In addition to being quicker and less expensive to administer, computerized tests
have other benefits. For example, vendors such as PreVisor (www.previsor.com) offer
adaptive personality tests. These adapt the next question to each test taker’s answers
to the previous question. This improves validity and makes it less likely candidates
can share test questions (because each candidate gets what amounts to a customized
test).64 For essay tests, a computer program trained to read applicants’ essays recently
produced scores as reliable as those of a human rater.65 Most tests described in this
chapter are available in computerized form. ■

TRENDS SHAPING HR: USING ANALYTICS, MACHINE LEARNING, AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE IN EMPLOYEE SELECTION

analytics
Using tools like statistical techniques
to examine data, in order to draw
cause–effect conclusions from
that data.

The Holy Grail of employee selection is to identify predictors that characterize topnotch candidates and to do so quickly and effectively. Employers increasingly use
several related analytical and technical tools to improve and expedite the employee
selection process.
Analytics refers to using tools like statistical techniques to examine data, in order
to draw cause–effect conclusions from that data.66 Talent analytics means using such
techniques to let employers search through their employee data to identify patterns
and correlations that show what types of people or processes succeed or fail.67
For example, a financial services company hired people on the assumption that
what mattered for job performance were things like where they went to school and
their grades.68 However, a statistical analysis found that school and grades didn't matter at all. What did matter were things like whether the applicant had demonstrated
success in prior jobs, had shown an ability to succeed with vague instructions, and had
“no typos, errors, or grammatical mistakes on résumés.”
As another example, department store chain Bon-Ton Stores Inc. had high turnover
among its cosmetics sales associates. Bon-Ton chose 450 current cosmetics associates who
filled out anonymous surveys aimed at identifying employee traits. By using talent analytics
to analyze these and other data, the company identified cosmetics associates’ traits that
correlated with performance and tenure. Bon-Ton had assumed that the best associates
were friendly and enthusiastic about cosmetics. However, the best were actually problem
solvers. They take information about what the customer wants and needs, and solve the
problem.69 Talent analysis thereby helped Bon-Ton formulate better selection criteria.
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machine learning
Software that can improve its own
performance and learn on its own.

artificial intelligence
Using technology (particularly
computers) to carry out tasks in
a way that we would consider
“human” or “smart.”

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6-4
Explain how to use two work
simulations for selection.

work samples
Actual job tasks used in testing
applicants’ performance.

work sampling technique
A testing method based on
measuring performance on actual
basic job tasks.

Machine learning basically refers to software that can improve its own performance and learn on its own. For example, the newsfeeds you subscribe to are often
designed to identify the types of articles you prefer, and to feed you more of those
articles: The software is “learning” without human intervention.70
Machine learning software “learns” to associate the (1) characteristics of an input
(like loan applications) with (2) responses (like who defaults on loans). For example, a
bank might use machine learning to review the data in its thousands of loan applications (the input) to determine the characteristics of the people who are most likely to
repay their loans (the response).71 Then, going forward, it could use what the machine
learning software learned, to scrutinize future loan applicants who do not meet those
characteristics.72
Machine learning doesn’t just rely on tests, although tests may be one component. Instead, it can identify how factors like word use (does the person often say
“tired”?), comments in social media postings, and tiny video interview facial gestures,
were related to employee performance in particular companies in the past, and therefore how they may do so in the future.73 For example, HireVue’s software analyzes its
clients’ past video employment interviews for signs like facial expressions and voice
modulation to determine which predict applicant's suitability for jobs. It can then
analyze each new candidate's interview for tell-tale signs that predict performance. For
checking references, Skillsurvey’s tools help employers anticipate the candidate’s prospective performance based on words his or her references use when responding to job
specific behavioral questions.74 Koru has an employer’s current employees complete
short surveys. Then its software identifies the traits and behaviors (such as persistence)
for which applicant should be assessed, and provides a graphic profile.75
Many such tools use algorithms. These programs quickly crunch through thousands of “if–then” branches (sequentially checking experience, traits, word usage, facial
gestures, and so on), to find the best matching candidates for the job. They do this
based on what the systems previously learned about what traits historically correlated
with high performance on that particular job.76
Finally, these and other tools are building blocks for artificial intelligence systems.
Artificial intelligence basically means using technology (particularly computers) to
carry out tasks in a way that we would consider “human” or “smart.”77

Work Samples and Simulations
With work samples, you present examinees with situations representative of the job
for which they’re applying, and evaluate their responses.78 Experts consider these (and
simulations, like the assessment centers we also discuss in this section) to be tests. But
they differ from most tests because they directly measure job performance.

Using Work Sampling for Employee Selection
The work sampling technique tries to predict job performance by requiring job candidates to perform one or more samples of the job’s tasks. For example, work samples
for a cashier may include counting money.79
Work sampling has advantages. It measures actual job tasks, so it’s harder to fake
answers. The work sample’s content—the actual tasks the person must perform—is
not as likely to be unfair to minorities (as might a personnel test that possibly emphasizes middle-class concepts and values).80 Work sampling doesn’t delve into the applicant’s personality, so there’s little chance of applicants viewing it as an invasion of
privacy. Designed properly, work samples also exhibit better validity than do other
tests designed to predict performance.
The basic procedure is to select a sample of several tasks crucial to performing
the job, and then to test applicants on them.81 An observer monitors performance
on each task, and indicates on a checklist how well the applicant performs. For
example, in creating a work sampling test for maintenance mechanics, experts first
listed all crucial job tasks (like “install pulleys and belts”). Four crucial tasks were
installing pulleys and belts, disassembling and installing a gearbox, installing and
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FIGURE 6-7 Example
of a Work Sampling
Question
Note: This is one step in
installing pulleys and belts.
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Checks key before installing against:
—shaft
—pulley
—neither

score 3
score 2
score 1

Note: This is one step in installing pulleys and belts.

aligning a motor, and pressing a bushing into a sprocket. Since mechanics could
perform each task in a slightly different way, the experts gave different weights to
different approaches.
Figure 6-7 shows one of the steps required for the task installing pulleys and belts—
“checks key before installing . . .” Here the examinee might choose to check the key
against (1) the shaft, (2) the pulley, or (3) neither. The applicant performs the task, and
the observer checks off the score for the approach used.

Situational Judgment Tests
Situational judgment tests are personnel tests “designed to assess an applicant’s judgment regarding a situation encountered in the workplace.”82 For example:
You are a sales associate at Best Buy in Miami, Florida. The store sells electronics, including smart phones. Competition comes from other neighborhood
retailers, and from online firms. Many customers who come to your store check
the product with you, and then buy it on Amazon. As a sales associate, you are
responsible for providing exceptional customer service, demonstrating product
knowledge, and maximizing sales. You get a weekly salary, with no sales incentive. How would you respond to this situation?
Situation:
A customer comes to you with a printout for a Samsung Galaxy phone from
Amazon.com, and proceeds to ask detailed questions about battery life and how
to work the phone, while mentioning that “Amazon’s price is $50 less than yours.”
You have been with this customer for almost 30 minutes, and there are other
customers waiting. You would:
1. Tell the customer to go buy the phone on Amazon.
2. Tell the customer to wait 20 minutes while you take care of another customer.
3. Tell the customer that the local Sprint Mobility dealer has the phone for
even less than Amazon.
4. Explain the advantages of similar phones you have that may better fulfill the
buyer’s requirements.
5. Ask your supervisor to come over and try to sell the customer on buying the
Galaxy from you.

■ HR AND THE GIG ECONOMY: FREELANCE WORKERS
Many employers today build their staff wholly or in part around freelance workers like short-term
self-employed programmers, designers, or marketers. One Web site design company owner says that
if he needs designers for short projects he “just posts” the job online and gets multiple applications
within minutes.83
Freelancer community Web sites enable such employers to recruit and select the right freelance
team, based on each freelancer’s reputation and work product. For example, Upwork.com (see www
.upwork.com/) reports its members’ skills assessments and lists detailed project work experience, making it easier for prospective employers to decide who to hire. Similarly, the TopCoder.com (see www
.topcoder.com/) programmer community site helps employers identify top programmers based on the
reputations they earned within the community.
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MyLab Management Talk About It 3
If your professor has assigned this, go to the Assignments section of www.pearson.com/
mylab/management to complete these discussion questions. Go to one or more sites like these.
If you were a programming manager for a company, could you use the site to find and hire a
new employee directly? If not, what else might you need?

management assessment
center
A simulation in which management
candidates are asked to perform
realistic tasks in hypothetical
situations and are scored on their
performance. It usually also involves
testing and the use of management
games.

Management Assessment Centers
A management assessment center is a 2- to 3-day simulation in which 10 to 12 candidates perform realistic management tasks (like making presentations) under the observation of experts who appraise each candidate’s leadership potential. For example, The
Cheesecake Factory created its Professional Assessment and Development Center to
help select promotable managers. Candidates undergo 2 days of exercises, simulations,
and classroom learning to see if they have the skills for key management positions.84
Typical simulated tasks include
●

●

●

●

●

●

The in-basket. The candidate gets reports, memos, notes of incoming phone
calls, e-mails, and other materials collected in the actual or computerized
in-basket of the simulated job he or she is about to start. The candidate must take
appropriate action on each item. Trained evaluators review the candidate’s efforts.
Leaderless group discussion. Trainers give a leaderless group a discussion question and tell members to arrive at a group decision. They then evaluate each
group member’s interpersonal skills, acceptance by the group, leadership ability,
and individual influence.
Management games. Participants solve realistic problems as members of simulated companies competing in a marketplace.
Individual oral presentations. Here trainers evaluate each participant’s communication skills and persuasiveness.
Testing. These may include tests of personality, mental ability, interests, and
achievements.
The interview. Most require an interview with a trainer to assess interests, past
performance, and motivation.

Supervisor recommendations usually play a big role in choosing center participants.
Line managers usually act as assessors and arrive at their ratings through consensus.85 Assessment centers are expensive to develop, take longer than conventional tests,
require managers acting as assessors, and often require psychologists. However, studies
suggest they are worth it.86 For many years, studies suggested that cognitive ability
tests did a better job of predicting job performance then did assessment centers. A
recent study found assessment centers were superior.87
situational test
A test that requires examinees to
respond to situations representative
of the job.

video-based simulation
A situational test in which examinees
respond to video simulations of
realistic job situations.

Situational Testing and Video-Based Situational Testing
Situational tests require examinees to respond to situations representative of the
job. Work sampling (discussed earlier) and some assessment center tasks (such as
in-baskets) are “situational,” as are miniature job training (described next) and the
situational interviews we address in Chapter 7.88
The video-based simulation presents the candidate with several online or
computer video situations, each followed by one or more multiple-choice questions.
For example, the scenario might depict an employee handling a situation on the job.
At a critical moment, the scenario ends, and the video asks the candidate to choose
from several courses of action. For example:
(A manager is upset about the condition of the department and takes it out on one
of the department’s employees.)
Manager: Well, I’m glad you’re here.
Associate: Why?

